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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with a welcome to everyone to 
stay for the next .fifteen minutes with "Arts and Africa11

• Now, picture 
the scene: a crowded bus station; passengers with their bund1es, men 
stowing roof luggage on the busses; drivers calling to one another; 
what a noise! And on top of all that, a horde of young boys hoping to 
make some money by wheedling and hustling timid passengers into their 
seats. It sounds something like this. 
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Not, as you might have thought from the insistent Swahili1 Nairobi 
bus station, but an impression close enough to win the actors from 
Chepterit Girls Secondary School the position of runners-up in the 1983 
Kenyan Schools Drama Festival. Their play "Manamba" about the young 
bus station hustlers was one of twenty-four plays and dances that had 
reached the finals from regional festivals. 

Unlike the dancing, many of the plays w~re modern in theme and 
presentationo The best known of the Festival's adjudicators was 
undoubtedly the poet, dramatist and diplomat, David Rubadiri, now at 
the University of Nairobio When he talked to Nick OWen (who's been 
covering the Festival for 11Arts and Africa") David Rubadiri stressed 
not only the ability of the young actors and producers but their 

. commi tmento 

DAVID RUBADIRI 

They seemed to be very concerned about the freedom to say something. 
They wished to be concerned about expressing something, but above all 
to be heard seriously and not simply as a small group of young people 
who simply want to talk about things they don't know or understand. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Nick OWen continued David Rubadiri 1 s line of thought when he met 
Wanjiku Mwotia who also teaches at the University of Nairobi and was a 
Finals adjudicator in 1982. Thi~ year she's been judging the Nairobi 
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Province regional competition. 

NICK OWEN 
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Do you find that the school students and, of course, their teachers 
who are presenting these plays are able tQ comment in a mature way upon 
these problems in society? 

WANJIKU MWOTIA 

Very surprisingly so, I would say. 

OWEN 

Why do you think school students here in Kenya should be so astute 
and perceptive about problems and be able to commwlicate them so simply? 

MWOTIA 

I think this is true of students the world over, not just· students 
here .. I think students should be part of the conscience of our society. 
They can look ?t things with~ fresh eye especially when they are young. 

OWEN 

Do you think because of the fact that they are students, because 
they are the younger generation they can, in fact, get away with more 
in terms of criticism than adults? 

MWOTIA 

Ye-s, especially as they have less to lose than an adult, especially 
if they don't do it as an individual but as a collective entity. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

And to illustrate the kind of competition at regional level 
. Wanjiku Mwotia described some of the plays that were successful at the 
Nairobi Regional levelo 

:MWOTIA 

_ There were five plays and four dances. I think the quality of the 
dances was pretty low so I am not going to comment as much about those. 
Now the plays were interesting in the sense that most of them were 
originals - except one, in fact. The winning play was called "The 
Purity Test" written by a group of girls. Now what was interesting 
about this play is that they had actually done a lot of research in 
books about people from the Samoan Islands and actually come up with 
very authentic things about this group of people and I think they did a 
very good job of depicting it. They1ve also done a lot of research-into 
costumes and dances and symbols. 

The second play came from a boys school, Nairobi Boys School. 
This was interesting iri terms of use of space, use of props and also in 
terms of the message it communicated. 
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The play called 11Kikulacho" meaning "The Worst Enemy" wasn't 
allowed to go thr~u.,gh into the finals. Its theme was corruption and 
the play was a casualty of censorship. For one thing, it had the 
President represented on stageo Other controversial subjects - female 
circumcision, Christianity versus traditional beliefs - these went 
through unscathed and the play dealing with that last subject religion 
old and new and called 11Sifai Ki.tu" meaning "I am Worthless 11 carried 
off the first prize. 
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Last year, the 1982 adjudicators made a number of points relevant 
to "Sifai Kitu11 , this year's winner. Then, they pointed out that the 
best plays were in Kiswahili, that they dealt with contemporary themes 
and that they didn't rely too heavily either on props or on technical 
effects. But with four adjudicators opinions can vary and so Nick Owen 
invited David Rubadiri to disclose his personal preferences. 

RUBADIRI 

I think that 1 s a very unfair question. I liked many of those 
productions for dif'ferent reasons altogether, I don't think one can 
pick out one particular onec I liked t1Manamba 11 for the conception 
behind the idea its elf' and the way it was handled by young girls.o You 
will notice that it was girls schools that seem to come out much more 
in this drama festival than the boys schoolso Now there in "Manamba" 
was a production which came out with the minimum of fuss, with the 
minimum of costume, with the minimum of movemento It came out with a 
tremendous energy and gustoo I liked the winning play for the symbolism 
that came out with tremendous genuineness and power. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

The Kenya Schools Drama Association claim they have a free hand in 
running the Festival though they do come under the Ministry of Education 
and their patron is the acting Chief Inspector of Schools 1 Mr. D.Ro 
Gichu.ru. His message to the Festival contained a warning against 'the 
inf'iltration of any negative or destructive element' being allowed to 
enter the minds of young Kenyans but he also made a positive contribu-

·tion in stressing the collective·involvement required to present drama', 
and drama as a tool in the educational process. Serious stuf'fl But 
that didn't mean that the productions were entirely solemn~ Those bus 
station lads exploiting the poor passengers were shown to be a social 
evil by the girls of Chepterit but it was all done in high spirits. 
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The older people were skirting around what the younger people were 
so beautifully and innocently saying so that I wasn't surprised, for 
instance, in one of the plays .to see an old person in the audience 
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actually crying. 

OWEN 
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Can you remember the particular incident? 

RUBADIRI 

.Yes •. This was the particular instance, you remember, in that play 
about·the Manambas of the Matatus when a very senior of the Republic· 
turned around while wiping his eyes and said, "Yes, people do matter 
and these kids are showing us that people do matter. This is what 
we've been saying". And in the play which won, you remember in the final 
·scene the death of the young man who had refused to come back, the only 
son, who'd refused to come back to the community to provide a lineage 
for his family and for his clan and for his tribe and had decided to 
continue to formulate the more theological lineage by joining the Roman 
Catholic church and refusing to come here and the father went and 
committed suicide and the two groups, you remember, were singing the 
final songs, dirges, each group turning from the other and calling·each 
other - not quite names, you know, but: 1'Thes e. are Shi tanis 11 (devils) 
and the other ones calling: "Shitani11 as they move -away. The moment of 
sadnes_s as the· two groups went and one heard the echo, you remember, of 
the church bell in the early part of the play coming.with the young 
acolytes and also the drumming on the other side which was going to call 
the echoes of the two. I thought for young people to have got to that. 
moment, not only of tragedy, was great acting. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Praise there from David Rubadiri. 

The guiding hand behind the Festival belongs to• Jerry Okungu. He's 
the Drama Association's National Vice-President and he's seen the 
Festival develop from an event for white settler school children to one 
which is now consciously national in scope. The Festival takes place in 
a different regional venue each year, this year is was at Nyeri, and 
Jerry Okungu commends the new life brought to the event four years ago 
by the Drama Inspector in the Ministry of Education, Luke Wasambo-Were. 
He has organised enthusiastic drama workshops and these have borne fruit. 

JERRY OKUNGU 

Certain skills, techniques have been effectively employed, -especially 
mimes, improvisations,_ you know, even scripts themselveso 

OWEN 

Can you give any examples from this year's Festival? 

OKUNGU 

Oh well, in this year's Festival we had "Wishful Thinking". r · 
think that was a clear, a very clear reflection of the 1981 workshops 
that we held all over the country~ 

In what pense? 
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The human body was more effectively used in portraying what other
wise would have b~n-very cumbersome on stage, like having a train on 
stage, like having a law court. 

OWEN. 

How was this law court set up using human bodies? Can you describe 
how it was done? 

OKUNGU 

Well, the law court was set up in such a way that the actors them
selves, within no time, you'd find some of them bending so that they1re 
forming themselves into seats. Some of them were standing, standing-

"'representing wardrobes, and I thought that was very, very impressive. 
In the farm we find allot a sudden that some of them turned themselves 
into animals. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

The annual Kenyan Festival, and of course, there are others else
where in Africa - such festivals take time and.money to organisec This 
year's was starved of funds and only raised enough to go ahead at the. 
last minute. The Association has decided to be less reliant on the 
Ministry of Education next year and Jerry Okungu is sanguine. 

OKUNGU 

Next year, because this year it worked, I don't think next year it 
can fail. In fact, the date next year is so important that I think the 
Government will do anything to make sure it succeeds~ And even the 
President is looking forward to seeing itc 

.Qml 
I was going to say, the winning plays and dances were presented at 

State House for the President and his Cabinet. What was President 
Moi 1 s reaction to the drama and dance that he saw? 

OKUNGU 

I think he was very excited. He said very specifically there that 
he was so happy to know that the youth at their age had mastered so much 

. of their cultural heritage and this is what prompted him to give them~
the gifts there, on the spoto He gave them money. We had six teams 
(Nairobi Schools was included for their brass band) and that means he 
gave out sixty thousand shillings there and then. 

Do you think that suggests positive commitment to the future of 
drama in Kenya? 

OKUNGU 

It's a very fine gesture which we have to really take seriously 
and more so when he saw these plays and he had only words of praise. 
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.And let me add co:ngratulations .from "Arts and A.:frica" to all the 
schools that . took part. We're rounding off this account of the 198~_ 
Kenya Schools Drama Festival with music from the coast, .from Ribe 
Secondary Schools and their harvest dance, "Mshago" which made them 
runners up in the dance -section. As they take the stage this is Alex 
Tetteh~Lartey saying goodbye until next ~~ek. Goodbye. 
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